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The XLN Audio window that is created is the one from which you will begin to add each Addictive Drums song to
your kit. This window allows you to select the entire instrument and have it added to a drum module, the entire
vocal or sample track and have it added to a vocal or sample track, or the entire song and have it added to an
Addictive Drums kit. Dealing with process data is much harder than just dealing with audio data. But the speed
and accuracy of Addictive Drums 2 makes that job very easy. XLNs Drum Programming Engine does more than

keep up with the tempo of your song. It gives you the ability to literally transpose sections of a drum program on
the fly. This is even the case when there are more than one drumkit in a song. Addictive Drums 2 is no longer

just for the novice producer either. If you are currently using a third party utility, or possibly multiple third party
utilities you can still take advantage of the XLN engine in Drum Monkey. Once installed, you can simply open a
project, click on the XLN tab, activate and go to work. We added a few new features to Drum Monkeys XLN tab
for you to utilize. On a side note, you may have noticed the new drum tails now appearing in our sample packs.

When working with the drum editor, the Submix panel allows you to select separate drum, cymbal and vocal
effects. This allows you to separate the drums from the other elements to create your own percussion tails.

Drum Remakes for Addictive Drums 2 are going to be huge. That cover all the basics. And there is no doubt that
Addictive Drums 2 is the best drum plugin to work with at the moment. However, with so many versions of

Addictive Drums coming out and developing all the time, it is important that we stick to the essential attributes.
The meat and potatoes of Addictive Drums 2, Addictive Drums and Addictive Drums 2 XLN are designed to work

with any of these versions of Addictive Drums and have a consistent feel to them.
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